LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW – 14.3.15
Mrs Sally Tokens
My most sincere thanks to Chris and Janet for the invitation back to the Lancs. I had a
superb day and the hospitality was first class. Thank you so much for giving me the
opportunity to judge the overall best in show, it was a great honour and an incredibly
difficult decision.
OLYMPIAN PREMIER MALE; OLY GR PC; Wardle OBI GR PR ADATESH BLUE
SNOWMAN blue colourpointed British shorthair. A strong cobby type with a short level
back. Body is set low on the legs with a deep chest. Massive across the shoulders. Full
cheeks with a lovely round face and good breadth of skull. Short thick neck. Short nose.
Chin lines up with the end of the nose. Ears are small and rounded at the tips. Large round
eyes and a nice blue eye colouring. Strong legs which are short and with rounded paws. Tail
is medium in length and with a rounded tip. Super dense coat which is short in length and
has a lovely crisp texture. Medium blue colour to all the points and the body coat has some
shading in tone with the points colour. Wonderful temperament and a pleasure to handle.
RES OLY GR PC; Harrison OBI GR CH & IGR PR LEONITARA PRINCE-CHARMING black
silver classic tabby British shorthair. A very large lad with super bone and a cobby type
with a short level back. Set fairly low on the legs and broad across the shoulders. Nicely
rounded face with good width to the cheeks. Short broad nose. A fairly firm chin and a
level bite. Ears are small in size and rounded at the tips. Large round eyes which are set
nice and wide apart and a light gold in colour. Paws are round and firm. Tail is medium in
length and rounded at the tip. A short coat which was not quite as dense as the winner
with a nice texture. Strong black markings and a silver ground colouring. Spine line visible
and lines running either side. Oysters to the flanks. Small butterfly marking to the
shoulders. Well marked m to the forehead. Lines running over the top of the head to the
nape of the neck.
NOT PLACED; Osborn UK & IGR PR LINGCOMB ENDYMION seal birman lad of nearly
fourteen years old and still looking in fabulous condition. He has wonderful well balanced
type, super coat and first class temperament. Ears are well placed and medium in size.
Cheeks are full and the muzzle is nicely formed. Slight dip to the profile. Level bite. Eyes
are almost round and a lovely blue colour considering his age. Well marked gloves, socks are
level, gauntlets of equal length and breadth. Unfortunately he appears to have developed a
small white spot in between his front legs. A small amount of shading to the body, soft
texture to the coat and a very good undercoat. Excellent grooming to the coat. Tail
balances with the body and is nicely covered. Super seal brown to the points.
NOT PLACED; Woodcock CH & IGR PR BEARDWOOD LEONARDO DAVINCI brown classic
tabby and white maine coon. Just over six years old and with very good bone and a
rectangular body shape. Ears are large and set quite high with a good width apart and
lovely tufts. Cheeks are fairly full and the cheek bones are high set. Slightly oblique
aperture and set to the eyes which are green in colour. Profile has a slight concave curve
at the nasal bridge. Square muzzle. Just a touch more breadth to the chin for balance.
Level bite. Soft top coat with a very limited amount of undercoat today but never the less

expertly presented. White to the paws, chest and tummy. Pattern is a little solid to his
back but the markings are black with a fairly warm copper ground colour. Tail with profuse
and flowing fur and reaching the shoulders.
NOT PLACED; Burgess IGR PR COONARIA EL CAPITAN brown classic tabby maine coon
not quite six years old. Strong bone and lovely substance with a square rump and
rectangular body shape. Ears are large in size with long tufts and set quite high with a
good width apart. Cheeks are fairly full and high set cheek bones. Green colouring to the
eyes which are of a slightly oblique aperture and set. Just a touch more breadth to the
chin. Square muzzle and a level bite. Very good butterfly marking to the shoulders and
oysters on the flanks. Soft top coat with a good gloss and a small amount of undercoat.
Well marked m to the forehead and lines from the corner of the eyes across the cheeks.
Lovely black markings on a good warm copper ground colour. Very well groomed coat. Tail
balances with the body and is well covered.
NOT PLACED; Hall UK & IGR PR SANLIS SECRET SAMADHI BUR a MN 27.6.06 Blue. The
head has a short wedge and I would like the head to be wider at the cheek bones. A blunt
finish to the muzzle. The top of the head is slightly rounded between the ears. A nice
depth between the top of the skull and the lower jaw. Slightly rounded at the brow. The
tip of the nose is in the same vertical plane as the chin. Medium sized ears which are broad
at the base and a slight tilt forward. Top line of the eye slanting towards the nose and the
lower line is rounded, eyes are a touch small in size and showing a yellow chartreuse colour.
Medium length and size to the body but I would prefer a little more weight as he narrows
towards the flanks. Neat oval shaped paws and slender legs. Tail tapering to a rounded tip
and balances with the body. Short and fine coat which is a little open along the spine. Bluegrey to the coat just showing some silvering around the ears and on the feet.
NOT PLACED; Glaubbitz IGR PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER red point Siamese
coming up to six years old. In lovely condition and medium in size. Body, legs and feet all in
proportion. A long and svelte body with small oval shaped paws. Tail balances with the body
and is tapering to the tip. Nice width between the ears and a fine muzzle. Slight dip in the
profile. Fine muzzle. Chin just falling away slightly. Level bite with a number of teeth
missing. Ears are large in size and I would prefer just a touch more width at the base.
Oriental shaped eyes which are an intense blue colour, good for his age. A short coat with
a nice gloss and fine texture. Super reddish gold to the ears, face and tail with the legs
just a little lighter in colour.
AV SLH GR CH MALE; IMP GR CC; Wilson GR CH PHATPAWS PILLOW TALK blue bi
colour ragdoll. Not yet two years old and medium in size with a very good weight and nicely
developed bone structure. Ears slightly tilt forward and are medium in size. Flat plane to
the top of the head. Cheeks are full and the muzzle is nicely formed. Very good blue eye
colour to the eyes which are of a slightly oblique shape. Gentle dip to the profile. Level
bite. Full white collar. White patch to his back. Symmetrically marked inverted v to the
face. White to the limbs and under parts. Tail reaching to the shoulders and lightly
covered. Coat lacking in undercoat at present and a little sparse in areas but never the less
well prepared.

RES IMP GR CC; Miller GR CH ADVENLO FUSHOULOU CARSOO blue birman just over
fifteen years old and looking in remarkable condition. Lovely bone structure and good
weight. Well set ears which are medium in size. Cheeks showing a nice width and just a
very tiny pinch in the muzzle. Medium blue eye colour to almost round eyes. Level bite.
Slight dip to the profile and a small bump to the nose. Gloves well matched, socks are even.
Gauntlets are broad and even in length. Lightly furnished tail which is in proportion to the
body length. Medium blue to all the points which are all very well matched being the same
colour.
AV SLH GR CH FEMALE; IMP GR CC; Canlin GR CH RAGZNDREAMS SATIN N’LACE blue
colourpoint ragdoll who is coming up to three years old and not very happy today. Well
boned and good substance. Ears are of a medium size and slightly tilt forward. Flat plane
to the top of the head. Cheeks showing a nice width and just a tiny bit pinched in the
muzzle. Profile has a gentle dip. Level bite. Very good blue colour to the eyes which are of
a slightly oblique shape. Coat has some undercoat and a minimal amount of shading, soft to
touch and nicely groomed. Tail medium in length and lightly covered. All the points are
equally matched in the depth of colour.
CHOCOLATE BURMESE KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Giles SILKY MAJESTY QUINTESSENTIAL
BUR b M 25.9.14 six months old and a lovely kitten with a super expression. Head in
proportion to the body. Lovely short wedge and wide at the cheek bones tapering to a
blunt finish at the muzzle. Slightly rounded between the ears on the top of the head. A
good depth between the top of the head and the lower jaw. A slightly rounded brow.
Medium sized ears which are brad at the base and having a slight tilt forward. Eyes are
large and set well apart showing a slanted top line and a rounded lower line. Golden yellow
colour to the eyes. The body has a straight back from the shoulder to the rump. Slender
legs which are in proportion to the body and with neat oval shaped paws. Tail tapering to a
rounded tip and reaching to the shoulder blades. Short and fine coat which is close lying to
the body. The coat colour at present is a cool chocolate colour with the ears and mask just
a slightly darker chocolate colour.
ORIENTAL CARAMEL KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Brock KEVELS DIRTY DANCER OSH m F
6.10.14. Five months old and well developed for her age. Nice length to the body which is
svelte. Well balanced body, legs and feet. Oval shaped paws which are small in size. Tail of
a good length and tapering to the tip. Nice width between the ears and a fine muzzle.
Profile looks like it has a dip but it is straight. Nice chin and a level bite. Ears are quite
large and wide at the base and set as to follow the lines of the wedge. Oriental shaped
eyes which are a nice green colouring. Short coat which is fine in texture and just a little
open at present along the spine. Nice gloss to the coat. A fairly warm brownish grey which
is showing the same colour to the roots.
ORIENTAL RED KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Masters ENIGMATIC TANGERINE DREAM OSH d
MN 21.8.14 coming up to seven months old and a well grown boy with a very good length to
the body which is long and svelte. Body, legs and feet are all in proportion. Oval shaped
paws. Tail is tapering to the tip and long in length. Lovely width between the ears with
narrowing straight lines to the muzzle. Fine muzzle. The profile is straight and the chin

falls away slightly. The bite is a little untidy at present. Ears are wide at the base and
large in size and set as to follow the lines of the wedge. Eyes slanting towards the nose
and a very good green colour. Pink nose leather. Close lying coat which is short and fine in
texture. A very nice rich warm red to the coat which is level in colour. Tabby markings are
present at this time with the red colour to the roots.
TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN MALE; 1 Ball COSITA LEN GOODMAN six months
old blue tabby lad with a sleek body and nice length for his age. Nicely developed with the
body, head and legs all in proportion. Tail is medium in length and tapering to the tip. Head
is nicely balanced. Very slight dip in the profile. Level bite. Chin just falling away slightly.
Large ears and nice width at the base not yet set as to follow the lines of the wedge. Eyes
slanting towards the nose and brilliant intense blue colour. Coat just a touch long at
present and a little open along his spine. Fine texture. Tabby markings to the legs. Well
marked m to the forehead, spotted whisker pads and lines from the corner of the eyes
across the cheeks. Glacial white to the body and light blue markings.
TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN FEMALE; 1 & BOB; Wroe COSITA SUSHI LATANYA
blue tabby of six months old and of a good size with well proportioned body, legs and feet.
Svelte body. Small oval shaped paws which are small in size. Tail balances with the body
and is tapering to the tip. Head is well proportioned and a nice width between the ears and
a fine muzzle. Slight dip to the profile and raised at the nasal bridge, nice strength to the
head. Nice chin. Level bite. Ears well placed and large in size with a good width at the base
and set as to follow the lines of the wedge. Oriental eye shape and a brilliant intense blue
colour. Close lying coat of a fine texture. Stronger tabby markings to the legs. M to the
forehead. Spotted whisker pads. Clear blue tabby markings and a glacial white body.
AC PERSIAN LIMIT ADULT; 1 Charlan ALGERNON WALKTHELINE blue tabby and
white with fabulous type, short nose and large eyes with a good copper. Markings a little
diffused to the body due to the length of the coat.
AC PERSIAN RADIUS ADULT; 1 Case CH GEMKIN HOTSHOT black with a wonderful
top of head, very full cheeks and large eyes of deep copper. Excellent grooming to a jet
black coat which was full and sound.
AC PERSIAN VISITORS ADULT; 1 Simpson MAGIENOIRE MANGOLETSI tortie exotic
with a short cobby body set low on the legs. Large round eyes of a medium orange.
Excellent coat length and texture, standing away from the body.
2 Simpson MAGIENOIRE HOT ROD red silver tabby exotic with an excellent strong head.
Large round eyes. Very full coat with a wonderful undercoat and soft texture. Lovely tabby
markings.
3 Southall MITZYBELLE GRACE KELLY blue cream.
AC PERSIAN KITTEN; 1 Manning CHAKEL XERCISE BUNNY blue tortie and white with
pale blue and cream coloured patches which were all well defined. She had been drinking
and spoiled her bib a little.
2 Smith ALILEW DARLING BUD OF MAY seal tabby colourpoint with the ears well set
just a touch open at the base. Full cheeks and the eye colour is two tone at present. Soft
body coat which is clear.

AC PERSIAN NOVICE NEUTER; 1 Wallace GR CH RISINGMOON STRIKE IT RICH
tortie girl with very good black and red to the coat. Some undercoat present. Super bone
and weight, just a little nervous.
AV SLH ADULT; 1 Pool IGR PR SARMOYAH PRINCESS AURORA seal tortie with rich
colours to her points. Very good eye colour and minimal shading to a full body coat. Lovely
balanced type.
2 Burgess CH COONARIA CHICAGO classic brown tabby and white maine coon, large lad
who tends to splay his ears. Long tufts to the tips of the ears. Very good bone and a
rectangular body shape.
3 Mott JANDOUGLEN STEORNABHAGH seal birman.
AC BIRMAN KITTEN; 1 Brown DALTEEMA TOMSK cream lad with a shallow profile, very
soft texture to the body coat which was well groomed.
2 Brown DALTEEMA CAIRNGORM cream with medium eye colour just a little two tone at
present. Clear soft body coat.
3 Brown DALTEEMA SHANSHI cream.
4 Mott JANDOUGLEN DREAMOFISLA tortie.
AV TURKISH, SOMALI OR RAGDOLL KITTEN; 1 Jones GROOVICATS TALISMAN seal
mitted with lovely bone and weight. Well set ears. Medium eye colour and well set ears.
2 Canlin GROOVICATS IVANHOE seal bi colour with strong eye colouring. Nice muzzle and
a good coat. Does not show his eyes off as well as the winner.
3 Wilson LOVELYSTORY GARDENIA seal bi colour.
AV SLH JUNIOR NEUTER; 1 Holden GR PR ISADORYOU PHOENIX red silver classic
tabby and white who is stunning and groomed in perfection. Temperament to die for.
2 Archer FILENSIO FALCO COLUMBARIUS blue tabby and white ragamuffin. Superb
bone and weight. Lovely type and super coat with a good undercoat. Ran the winner
extremely close.
3 Hobson PR NOYNAROCK SHERMAN brown tabby and white Norwegian Forest Cat.
AC BURMESE NEUTER; 1 Hall UK & IGR PR SANLIS SECRET SAMADHI BUR a MN
27.6.06 Blue.
SIAMESE/BALINESE TITLED ADULT; 1 Brock UK & OB IGR CH KARAMUSHI TUTI
FRUITY seal tortie with a superb triangular head shape. Coat close lying. Lovely seal and
red to the points.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE NOVICE KITTEN; 1 Smeaton ENIGMATIC SHADES OFBLUE
blue with large ears showing a fair width at the base. Soft texture to the coat and minimal
shading.
2 Ball COSITA LEN GOODMAN blue tabby.

